
Success Story

How Vogacloset achieved 30X

ROI with Insider’s unified

customer profiles and personalized 
WhatsApp messaging

Customer Relationship

Manager

With Insider, everything has lived up to our 
expectations—from segmentation and analytics to 
communication channels such as WhatsApp and 
email. It quickly became clear just how effective 
Insider is; we’ve achieved 30X ROI by using Insider’s 
data to personalize our messaging.”

Executive summary

Vogacloset was looking for a partner to help it reach 
more prospective customers and build stronger loyalty 

with returning ones. The leading fashion retailer wanted 
to reach users with relevant, personalized messages but 

needed to unify its customer data and find an 
omnichannel marketing platform to ensure the process 

was efficient and could scale.



Insider’s customer success team worked with Vogacloset 
to identify the best products and features for the brand’s 

goals. With Insider’s CDP and omnichannel customer 
journey tool, Architect, Vogacloset was able to launch 

campaigns with the quickest time to value and achieve 
30X ROI.

Founded in 2013, Vogacloset has quickly 
become one of Europe’s leading fashion 

eCommerce sites, offering an extensive range 
of clothing, accessories, and beauty products. 

The brand’s mission is to provide seamless 
shopping experiences across its website and 
communication channels, and its partnership 
with Insider has been critical in achieving this.

About VOGACLOSET
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Unified customer data Omnichannel Segmentation



Unifying data to launch campaigns in

the quickest time on the market

USE CASE #1

The results

8 weeks
Full migration and campaign


launch within 8 weeks

The challenge

The solution

Vogacloset faced the complex challenge of 
consolidating data from various touchpoints and 
channels into one unified source. Understanding 
customer behavior and predicting intent was 
essential for Vogacloset to build seamless customer 
experiences, but this was impossible with data held 
across multiple platforms. 



It needed a tool that could seamlessly merge and 
track customer data across multiple platforms, 
without taking months of valuable time and 
resources from Vogacloset’s marketing and IT 
departments.


Insider's customer data platform facilitated the 
smooth integration of data and provided a 
holistic view of user behaviors and preferences 
within its dashboard. The customer success team 
at Insider collaborated closely with Vogacloset 
to eliminate blockers and ensure migration was 
as seamless as possible. 



Thanks to Insider, Vogacloset overcame itsdata 
fragmentation problem to gain access to a 360-
degree views of customers from Insider’s unified 
dashboard. The complex migration took just 
eight weeks—the quickest time to value of any 
other vendor.


Customer Relationship Manager

The process of choosing the right marketing 
platform for us took over two months, so when 
we chose Insider, we wanted to get to work 
quickly. Luckily, Insider’s integration process 
was completed in less than eight weeks, and 
we went live incredibly quickly. The Insider 
team now feels like an extension of our team. 
The process is so collaborative, and Insider 
supports us every step of the way.”

User Profile

See More

23/10/1991Birthday

posh.com/womenLast Seen

New CollectionLast Email Open

Women’s ShoesLast Visited Category

$295Last Abandoned Cart Amounts

Last Visited Product Posh Lightweight Sneaker

last  attributes

Posh Lightweight Sneaker

295 USD

LAST  VIS ITED  PRODUCT

Khaki Belted Double-Breasted 

Trench Coat

538 USD

LAST  PURCHASED  PRODUCT

Scout Backpack - Navy Blue

128 USD

LAST  ABANDONED  PRODUCT

MOB ILE  METRICS (LAST  3 MONTHS) JOURNEY  METRICS (LAST  3 MONTHS)

APP OPENED PUSH  OPENED INAPP SEEN INAPP FROM PUSH ENTERED COMPLETED

6 14 7 5 7 5

TOP VIS ITED  CATEGORIES (LAST  3 MONTHS)

Women’s shoes 26%

Apparel 13%

Backpacks 13%

Clothing 13%

Other 33%

Average Order Value (Last 3 Months)

$ 368

Reachable Channels

User ID

1654356723527

Email

jane@example.com

Phone number

+657321988

Name

Jane Do

User  overv iew

10%

CL ICK  rate

11.39%

convers ıon  RATE

36

Delivered

18

total  opens

50%

open  rate

EMAIL METRICS (LAST  3 MONTHS)

HighLikelihood to Purchase

LowDiscount Affinity

VIPCustomer Value

Active CustomerCustomer Lifecycle Stage

PREDICTIVE  SEGMENTS

jane@janedo.comComponentsReal-Time AnalyticsPredictive AnalysisStatistics

https://posh.com/women


Increasing customer engagement with omnichannel 
journey orchestration and personalized messaging

USE CASE #2

Customer Relationship Manager

It’s amazing we can build, analyze, and 
test customer journeys from one platform, 
and we don’t need IT support to do this! 
One of the most valuable additions we’ve 
found since using Insider has been 
WhatsApp. WhatsApp has played a 
valuable role in promoting our products 
and increasing conversion rates.”

The results

The challenge

The solution

Vogacloset's overall goal was to boost user engagement and loyalty, which demanded improvements in key 
metrics like opt-ins, opens, and conversions. Achieving this required a holistic understanding of customer 

journeys and interactions. Vogacloset wanted to use its newly unified data to power and launch consistent, 
highly personalized campaigns that seamlessly spanned multiple channels and touchpoints.

Insider suggested leveraging Architect, its AI-powered omnichannel customer journey builder. The tool 
allowed Vogacloset to design intricate and dynamic customer journeys that adapted in real-time, ensuring 

users received tailored content across every interaction. 



Insider's AI-driven predictions analyzed historical and real-time data, so Vogacloset could anticipate 
customer preferences and behaviors. This predictive capability enabled the brand to craft journeys that were 

personalized and strategically timed to capture users' attention with the right message at the right time.



Architect supports 12+ channels and hundreds of APIs. With Insider, Vogacloset was able to launch 
campaigns on WhatsApp, leveraging the modern channel to increase product discovery with personalized 

product recommendations and price-drop alerts. Data showed WhatsApp contributed most to Vogacloset’s 
30X ROI as the channel with the highest conversions.

ROI in CVR via WhatsApp

30X Increase

21 : 30
VOGACLOSET

Hi Lisa! The price of your 
favorite clutch bag

Active Now
VOGACLOSET

Hi Lisa! The price of your favorite 
clutch bag has dropped to $25! Get 
it before it’s too late: 



http://vogacloset.com/p1209’]

11:45



Summary

Overall, Insider helps us connect with 
our users on a personal level across 
different channels. The key difference 
now is that our journeys are not just 
random, generic messaging. They're 
informed by data and tailored to each 
user, which has had a huge impact on 
our bottom line with 30X ROI.”

Customer Relationship Manager

Looking ahead

Vogacloset’s emphasis remains on personalization, 
particularly within the onsite experience. Insider’s 
industry-leading features, such as Search 
Recommender and Product Optimizer will be the 
next stage of personalization. The fashion brand 
wants to power these tools with customer data to 
provide easy product discovery and remove 
friction on the Vogacloset website.

About Insider

Insider—a single platform for building individualized, cross-channel experiences
—enables enterprise marketers to connect customer data across channels and 
systems, predict their future behavior with an AI intent engine, and individualize 
customer experiences. Marketers use Insider’s platform to deliver consistent and 
engaging experiences across channels like Web, App, Web Push, Email, SMS, 
and Messaging Apps (WhatsApp, RCS). 



Insider recently unlocked unicorn status and was congratulated by NASDAQ for 
becoming one of the few woman-founded, women-led B2B SaaS unicorns in 
the world. Insider was named a Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for 
Personalization Engines 2022, The Forrester Wave for Cross-Channel Campaign 
Management 2021, and IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Customer Data Platforms 
Focused on Front-Office Users 2021-22 Vendor Assessment. 

useinsider.com | info@useinsider.comBook a demo

Favorite feature

Whatsapp
Vogacloset's favorite feature is WhatsApp, as the 
channel's personal and dynamic nature has 
significantly boosted engagement and 
conversions. By delivering messages directly to 
users' devices and offering a friendlier interaction, 
WhatsApp has proven itself as a powerful tool for 
promoting Vogacloset’s products and building 
customer relationships.

https://useinsider.com/?utm_source=prnewuxlaunch
https://useinsider.com/channels/web/
https://useinsider.com/channels/app/
https://useinsider.com/channels/web-push/
https://useinsider.com/channels/email/
https://useinsider.com/channels/sms/
https://useinsider.com/channels/messaging/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/hande-cilingir_thisisinsider-thisisdifferent-nasdaq-activity-6914067507565752320-qHhb?utm_source=linkedin_share&utm_medium=member_desktop_web
https://useinsider.com/gartner-magic-quadrant-for-personalization-engines-2022/
https://useinsider.com/gartner-magic-quadrant-for-personalization-engines-2022/
https://useinsider.com/forrester-cross-channel-campaign-management-2021/
https://useinsider.com/forrester-cross-channel-campaign-management-2021/
https://useinsider.com/customer-data-platform-idc-2022-leader/

